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7 Articles you should read before writing a character
analysis essay

How to Write a Character Analysis: Easy Steps and Tips ★ College-Homework-Help.org
Observe 10 Efficient Tips Students Use to Write Excellent Analysis
Write Character Analysis Quickly Taking 8 Steps
How to Write a College Character Analysis Essay
How to Write a Character Analysis
How to Write a Character Analysis That Works
Sample Character Analysis Essay

Literary courses in any level will sometimes require students to write Character Analysis
Essays. We will be delving into their conflicts and how the characters resolved them. We will
be looking through the eyes of the characters and analyze their roles in the story. If you are
having trouble looking through the eyes of characters in a literary piece, look no further and
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read on because EssayPro is here to help!

What is a Character Analysis Essay?

In a deeper sense, this is a type of essay which requires understanding of the character in
question. These kinds of essays are usually to understand protagonists and antagonists in any
literary piece. One of the aims would be to make a profile and analyze characters well.



What is the purpose of a Character Analysis Essay?

More than to fulfill a requirement, this type of essay mainly helps us understand the character
and the world he/she lives in. One of the important purposes of this essay is to look at the
anatomy of a character in the story and dissect who he/she is. We must be able to study how
the character was shaped and then learn from his/her life.



How to write a Character Analysis Essay?

Of course to go into the deeper sense, and to truly understand these characters, one must
immerse oneself in the story or literary piece. Take note of the setting, climax, and other
important literary parts. You must be able to feel and see through the characters. Observe how
the writer shaped these characters into life. Notice how little or how vast the identities of the
characters were described. Look at the characters’ morals and behavior and how it affects
situations and other characters in the story. Observe characters whom you find interesting.
Read more: How to Write an Analytical essay



How to start a Character Analysis Essay?

First, you have to choose a character you’d like to write about. Sometimes, a character will be
readily assigned to you. It’s wise to consider characters who are round since these kinds of
characters will be really interesting and you will have a lot of things to write about these
characters. Take notes as you read through the piece and read through the rubric given to you
by an instructor. When you’re finished reading with your character in mind, review your notes,
and formulate the main idea about a character. Make an initial draft while taking note of the
character analysis essay outline provided by your instructor. If you’re not provided with a
sample, you may follow this format:

Thesis

Place the thesis statement in the opening paragraph. Spend time developing your thesis until it
succinctly summarizes the reason for writing the essay. A good thesis gives the essay context
and provides clues to the reader about the essay's purpose. From a technical standpoint, a
thesis usually comes at the end of a paragraph and uses a semicolon to differentiate between
two aspects -- the reasoning and the result of that reasoning. For example, a thesis statement
that describes the character's situation and how it affected his mindset might read: "The
character was abused as a child and an adult; he learned that people can't be trusted."



Introduction

The introduction provides a general overview of the character. As the introduction develops,
focus on how it lines up with the thesis of your paper. Provide background information, general
comments and pertinent information about the author's life or give a brief description of the
story to support the thesis' subject matter. Using the thesis that an abused person grows up to
be mistrustful, add some background information about the type of environment that nurtures a
healthy adult, or if the author was abused, tie this information into the introduction. You don't
need to introduce the character in the opening sentence.
 

Main Ideas

Reinforce the main ideas that you must cover in your essay. In an essay dealing with a
mistrustful woman, ask yourself with each main idea you create if the idea reinforces and
provides concrete evidence for the woman's mistrust. Create a one- or two-word concept that
encapsulates each idea and then turn those ideas into paragraphs. Paragraphs that deal with
statements made by, about and to the character are all appropriate. Discuss the character's
actions in the story and how the actions reinforce your thesis. Look for interviews or
statements from the author to reinforce your opinion. Start each paragraph with a topic
sentence and focus on one idea without branching off into other topics. Give examples and be
specific when providing evidence.

Body

The body of your essay must accomplish three things -- identify the character type, provide a
character description and discuss the conflict. Characters can be protagonists or antagonists,
major or minor, stereotypical, contrasting with the main character, narrow-minded, multifaceted
or some combination of traits. Provide an accurate description of the character's opinions and
habits. Discuss how the character changed if he changed at all. Look for details that might not
be obvious, such as whether the name of the character bears any significance to the story.
Also, provide an overview of the conflict and how that affects the outcome.

Conclusion

The conclusion doesn't need to bring in new information, since typically you can't provide
additional arguments to support the information. Instead, remind the reader of the original
thesis and summarize the main idea of each paragraph in the essay. The conclusion serves as
your last chance to convince the reader of the validity of your analysis. For example, dealing



with the topic of abuse, if you discussed the character's childhood in the first paragraph of the
body, create a sentence or two reminding the reader that the character grew with a certain
skewed viewpoint of relationships. Build your conclusion by reminding and summarizing the
main points of your essay. Finally, end strongly by providing a more worked-out version of your
thesis that includes the conclusion of the story.

Title

An effective title helps to put your essay in context much like the thesis. The title should grab
the reader and bring him into the essay. One technique for developing a title involves looking
at your thesis or concluding statement. If your conclusion states that the character died without
knowing what it meant to love another person, use a title such as: "The Meaning of Love" or
"Living Without Love." Both titles use information from your conclusion, reinforce the point of
your character analysis and create a sense of mystery about the contents of the essay.

Character Analysis Essay Example

There are many character analysis essay example available online. Study how authors of
these essays wrote about different characters. Go on and search for character analysis about
Hamlet, Lady Macbeth, and the Crucible. Look at how conflicts are resolved by characters.
Consider things to learn about the characters and take note if any of the characters reflect
something in you. A character analysis essay is more than looking into the character but also
looking into the character’s personality, actions, and decisions that speak to you.



 


